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“ Education is the life-building, character-building, man-making assimilation of ideas.”
-Swami Vivekananda

“Learning gives creativity , creativity leads to thinking
Thinking provides knowledge, knowledge makes you great”

A P J Abdul Kalam

Children are born with a sense of curiosity and a desire to explore the environment 
around them. Every child has an innate capacity for goodness which needs to be 
nurtured and formed into character. Student life is the best time for building one’s 
character which is such a valuable treasure which surpasses all other worldly 
treasures. School is a place where children grow up with the values of honesty and 
integrity, respect and concern for others, sincerity, courage and responsibility. The 
scenario around the globe is changing rapidly and in this world of changes and 
challenges, demands for quality education are also increasing.

Teaching is a challenging job, but the rewards of teaching are many. It was always 
my ambition to be a teacher after experiencing amazing teachers who inspired me 
in my school days. After pursuing my studies, I got a golden opportunity to fulfill my 
dream of becoming a teacher. I teach because I love learning. Learning is something 
that should be fun and exciting and as teachers we get a chance to light a bulb in a 
child’s mind and help them feel successful and become life long learners. Every child 
is different and learn in a different way. I teach the same subject every year but 
never the same way twice. I have a few precious hours per day with children where 
I try to make a difference in their life and get incredible joy in seeing this difference. 
I want my students to see the beauty and the value in themselves and find strength 
and confidence to walk down the path ahead. You will never learn a topic better 
then when you start teaching it. Teaching Science will always allow me to be student 
of science throughout my life. It is an exciting and challenging work. Many a times 
students ask interesting and challenging questions prompting me to explore deeper 
and learn more about the aspects of science.

My teaching experience has been incredible. What continues to keep me inspired 
after 20 years of teaching is the feedback from my students. It really means a lot to 
me and am aware that it is due to my passion. We learn as much as from the 
classrooms as the students do. I am privileged to be a part of City International 
school, Satara Road where we can motivate children, imbibe values and life skills 
through assemblies, activities, practical etc. The conducive environment of the 
school helps us to continuously be better. As a teacher, it is my responsibility to 
continue to find ways to motivate my students.

Ms. Sharda Matapurkar
Science Teacher
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COMMITTED COMMITTEES

The Third Parent Teacher Association Meeting for Primary & Secondary Section was held on 30th January 2017. 
The PTA members were informed about Summative Assessment-II which will be conducted in the month of 
March 2017.

The PTA members were informed about Summative Assessment-II which will be conducted in the month of 
March 2017.
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Annual Sport meet 2016-17

The Third Parent Teacher Association Meeting for Primary & Secondary Section was held on 30th January 2017. 
The PTA members were informed about Summative Assessment-II which will be conducted in the month of 
March 2017.

P R I M A R Y  S E C T I O N
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Sports Day was held on 8th & 9th December 2016. Our honourable Principal Ma’am hoisted school flag and 
lightning of the torch was done by student’s council. Chief in guest Mr. Babar (IPS Officer) guided our students by 
giving a motivational speech. Sports captain took the oath and the function began with release of balloons .

Class 2 and 3 had performed an eye soothing dance which was followed by Karate demonstrations. It comprised 
of variety of sports like Building Blocks /skipping race, sack race, obstacle race, and hurdle race.

S E C O N D A R Y  S E C T I O N

Annual Sport meet 2016-17
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Sports Day
Few glimpses of our

Primary Section

Primary Section
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Proud Moments
captured on Sports Day

Being with nature
The most awaited thing in the school is picnic. 
Students are eagerly waiting for this day to 
come. In the month of November, children of 
class 1 to 5 were taken to Morachi Chincoli 
which is a small village hamlet in Shirur about 
60 kms away from Pune city. This place gave 
an experience of village life. Enormous 
activities were conducted which included 
bullock ride, tractor ride, children play area, 
magic show, puppet show, various pictures of 
forts were there, a room for milky way was 
made where the children saw all the planets 
and the scientists. There was mouth watering 
food severed for the children. It is a grace- ful 
village blessed with peacocks and noble shady 
tamarind trees.
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Tour de aventuras
Picnics play an integral role in developing personality traits among student. Mainly the purpose pic- nic is 
to connect diverse culture students at one platform It helps in developing Interpersonal Skills among 
students. Our school had arranged a Picnic at Prathamesh farms on 2nd & 3rd December 2017 which was 
organized by Veena World. Children enjoyed adventure games, various rides like bullock art ride, Tractor 
ride, Toy train ride etc. They enjoyed Magic show, Rain dance and Tattoo making Students were provided 
with breakfast, lunch & high tea. Students enjoyed a lot.
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A great patriotic zeal
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Annual prize

distribution 2016-17
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BROADENING THE HORIZONS

"Education is not learning of facts but the training of the mind to think."
 - Albert Einstein.
Students from Std. VII - IX participated with Zest and Zeal making a noticeable mark in the Model United Nations 
(MUN) Conference held in January 2017. The involvement and passion of the students was highly appreciable. A 
training session was held in the school, prior to the MUN Conference. As a delegate, students explored the 
solutions on various issues in order to contribute to- wards the improvement in various policies of the nations on 
global level. Out of 1,075 student delegates, one of our student , Ms. Tanaya Devdhe, student of Class VIII bagged 
the bronze medal and a certifi- cate with her remarkable performance and has made our school proud. She was 
also felicitated and blessed by the Principal in the school assembly.
Looking forward to many more such laurels in coming years and broadening the horizons be- yond the boundaries 
on the globe......

Model United Nations is a replica of United Nations wherein students can 
participate. It is a platform where you can voice your opinion. When you 
participate in MUN you cannot resist yourself participat- ing again in it. MUN is 
something totally out of our curriculum & is extremely interesting & challeng- 
ing. My Committee was SPECIAL & my country was India. Each time you 
participate in MUN, you get to learn something new. You learn how a nation 
actually works. There are various concepts you get in- troduced to & it is an 
amazing experience. You learn to work in a team & committee which en- hances 
your confidence . Every student should have a MUN experience in their lifetime

Ms. Tanaya Devadhe
Grade: VIII A

It was a very exciting experience participating in Pune Model United Nations 
Conference 2017. I had represented our country India in the Committee ECOFIN. 
There were around thousand student delegates of different schools who were 
also delegates of different countries. It was a very good experience interacting 
with students from different schools and sharing views. I also developed good 
relations with some students who had come from Bangalore. It also helped to 
get acquainted with the world issues and helped to me to gain knowledge. I 
earnestly look forward for a large participation next year from all my friends. Mast. Jeet Singhania

Grade: IX - A

Hello, I'm Rajas Deshpande from Class 8th B. The journey of MUN has been 
wonderful. This was my second participation in MUN. I have got an opportunity 
to become the delegate of New Zealand twice. MUN is a platform where there 
are delegates of different countries, who together come to discuss a particular 
issue as per the agenda and try to resolve it peacefully. Here we get a golden 
opportunity to develop our communication skills. I would recommend all my 
friends to join MUN as it boosts the confi- dence & self esteem of the students.Mast. Rajas Deshpande

Grade: IX 10
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BROADENING THE HORIZONS

Like every year, we began our celebrations with the first festival of 
the year. The festival of kites, festival of tilgul, festival of cherishing 
bonds, new beginnings and festival of harvest. Our little children of 
CPS enjoyed group activity of balloon dabbing, collage and 
vegetable printing on kites. While teachers of Senior Kg performed 
enthralling and interesting puppet show on Makar Sankranti. 
Children enjoyed the event with full enthusiasm and excitement.
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BaBys day o
ut“All work and no play, makes Jack a dull boy”. Yes it is very true! And we at CPS believe that 

children should learn, laugh, rejoice and revive through various activities and events. So, we 
at CPS organized picnic for Junior and Senior KG kids on 15th December, 2017 at “Lekha 
farms”. Away from Hustle bustle of city, we took children to this pollution free, spacious place 
to enjoy the day, Children had lots of fun on swings, slides and sea saw. While little ones of 
Play group and Nursery enjoyed at “Empress Gardens” on 2nd March, 2017, kids enjoyed 
playing slides, swings and mini train. The day ended with loads of fun and frolic.

Christmas
Celebration

“All work and no play, makes Jack a dull boy”. Yes it is very true! 
And we at CPS believe that children should learn, laugh, 
rejoice and revive through various activities and events. So, we 
at CPS organized picnic for Junior and Senior KG kids on 15th 
December, 2017 at “Lekha farms”. Away from Hustle bustle of 
city, we took children to this pollution free, spacious place to 
enjoy the day, Children had lots of fun on swings, slides and 
sea saw. While little ones of Play group and Nursery enjoyed at 
“Empress Gardens” on 2nd March, 2017, kids enjoyed playing 
slides, swings and mini train. The day ended with loads of fun 
and frolic.

Green Day Celebration
We at CPS always endeavor to care for our 
mother nature. We strive to instill these 
values in our little ones by sowing seeds and 
planting saplings in coconut shells. 
Everyone, from kids to teachers were 
drenched in green color attire. Teachers 
narrated stories on how to keep our 
environment clean and pollution free. The 
experience of actually planting the seeds 
was greatly enjoyed by the children. The day 
ended with peace and smile on the face of 
tiny tots.
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Annual Day Celebration

CPS rocks! The enlightening euphoric evening to remember...
We at CPS celebrated our Annual Day on 10Th February, 2017. The evening began by offering warm at- tribute to Lord 
Ganesha. The little ones rocked the dance floor, bringing smile on everyone’s face. Jadui Journey was the theme of annual 
day function. Children performed very well and look stunning in beau- tiful colorful attire. Some became butterfly, some 
became flowers, some became little dreamers, while some enjoyed being everything at once.

Mr Sarjerao Babar- Senior Inspector, Swargate Pune was our Chief Guest for the event. Principal Mrs Leena Bhosale 
felicitated him. Nursery, junior kg and senior Kg children performed dance, musicals and plays based on our theme- Jadui 
Journey. At the last it was happy ending followed by vote of thanks by our supervisor Mrs Rasika Ghaisas. Our supervisor 
appreciated efforts of parents & their little ones, admin staff and teachers who worked tirelessly and contributed in 
making this event a success story to remember.
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Graduation Day

The new journey for the little blooming buds of Senior Kg is soon going 
to begin. As these little ones are ready to take step further in their 
academic career.
So we at CPS endeavor to make their Graduation ceremony a special 
one. The entire preprimary section gathered to make this event a 

memorable one for stu- dents and parents.
The program began with the speech by our principal Mrs Leena Bhosale. Later students had a class 
photograph with their respective class teachers and the Principal. Children wore Graduation gown 
and cap and they also had photo- graphs with their parents. The event ended with smiles on 
everyone’s face with the feeling of happiness, hope, achievements, aims, and new dreams.
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Book making competition

Hello friends today I would like to tell you something on team spirit. The spirit of 
coming together to complete the given task and to learn new things and enjoy doing 
that activity is something what makes you come together. While making this book 
making activity for class 5 each group had decided their topic and started working on 
that. Each group had got something on the given topic and this is what makes the 
children learn new things and under- stand the responsibility given to them. All the 
classes enjoyed while doing this activity and learnt many new things

We generally fly kites on the day of Makarsankranti. the festival which marks the end 
of winter & beginning of summer. It is the sign for the farmers that they can start 
ploughing the fields. For remembering this day our school had decided to keep kite 
making competition for classes I to V. All the children were having fun while doing 
this activity as they all came together and enjoyed mak- ing kite and decorating it. 
These kind of activities help the children to work in a team and showcase their 
different talents in different fields. It was a marvelous day for the children.

kite making competition
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Artistic work by
our young artist

In our school, many craft activities are held to encourage, uplift and stimulate 
creativity of stu- dents .To boost up their inner talent and to bring their 
imagination into reality, a series of Origami and Craft activities were 
conducted in the Primary section.

Children made beautiful flowers such as rose, lotus etc. Colourful boats, 
butterfly, photo frame, aeroplanes, jumping frogs, puppet dolls and many 
more using marble and kite paper.

This activity enhanced children’s concentration, consistency and gave an 
opportunity to explore their hidden qualities.

GOOD
BYE

2016

Christmas is a festival of joy, happiness and sharing, we can see the students 
celebrating. Santa Claus surprised them by being a part of the assembly. Beautiful 
Angels wearing red frocks had ar- rived for performing a dance and greeted everyone 
Merry Christmas!!!
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Creativity coming
out of students

Other than academics children can really enjoy and 
have fun doing an activity. Students of Std III were 
given an activity wherein the children had to make a 
skeleton out of white clay & stick it on a cardboard. 
While doing this activity the children searched 
information and updated their knowledge about the 
various bones, skull shape, the vertebras and much 
more. These kind of activities really help the children 
to come together and learn a lot of things.

five pi   ars of our school

BBC Club helps in the development of 
vocabulary of the students

Motivate to capture fun filled moments 
through photography.

News letter for our school is also done by 
our students with their report writing

Students of this club are sensitized about 
the fact that all children are not fortunate 
as they are.

Charity is something within. We can come 
to the Activities under this club broaden 
the vision of young

Competitions , talk shows held in Go 
Green Club make students aware of our 
Mother Earth.

Help them to clear the concept of a global 
warming.

All activities of Heritage club are to create 
awareness about culture of different parts 
in The objective of creating awareness and 
India & Educating students about history, 
cul- knowledge about Gujarat was 
achieved in ture ,art and architecture of 
our mother land. 

Students help to maintain discipline in 
school.

Students learn traffic rules at early age and 
importance of following rules.

Smile

Why?
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National Science
Day Celebration
National science day was celebrated in the morning assembly. Std 
IV students performed a skit which in- cluded the importance of 
science and information about ISRO (Indian Space Research 
Organization) Students presented themselves as

Sir Isaac Newton who discovered gravity. Alexander Graham Bell 
who discovered telephone Thomas Alva Edison who discovered 
Light bulb.

Mai Marathi
On the occasion of ‘International Mother Language Day’, inter- class 
singing competition and inter class dance competition were organized.

Entire class was involved in the performance .

Principal ma’am, Co-coordinator ma’am, Music teacher and Dance 
teacher judged the competition and announced the winner class .
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Competitive Exams

On 2nd January 2017, we, the students of 10thA performed a skit on the topic “Rights and Duties”. It is rightly said 
that if you have the right then it is your duty to follow it. The children who performed the skit were equally humorous. 
It had a penetrating effect on the audience. The skit depicted how girls were de- nied basic rights which they ought 
to have as a human being. In addition to this the skit also showed how girls were looked down upon as a burden and 
the narrow minds of the people were the biggest obstacles which denied them the right to education and right to 
freedom. We tried our level best to change the con- cept that women are inferior to men. I still remember some lines 
said by narrator. “India is a country where diversity plays a vital role. The Indian population comprises of different 
voices, opinions and mindset along with races and cultures. Fostering sense of equality among everyone is the most 
difficult task in India today. People should be made aware of their rights through skits, songs and demonstra- tions. 
Creating awareness is the need of the hour.

If we want a change to happen then we have to start working on it right now. Procrastination is next to denial and 
sometimes leads to failures. Despite of organizing innumerable programs and social events people are cold and 
callous and do not fail to show utter disregard by still holding on to old, confined petty thoughts. It is easy to change 
the mind but it is difficult to change the mindset.

Story telling the value of rights and duties, go a long way in imbibing moral principles in juvenile minds. Some people 
think that ideals don’t work in the real world. But believe me, if you’re determined then you’ll soon see the fruits of 
success ripen”.

In the end, our band sang a song dedicated to the people who fell victim to such obsession. The assembly was 
appreciated by everyone.

Students from Std. IX namely Mast. 
Sumedh Patil and Ms. Aditi Joshi, 
participated in Homi Bhabha 
Balvaidyanik Competition 2016-17 
and were awarded by certificates.

Students from Std. VI to X 
participated in various Olympiad 
Exams and excelled in exams with 
1st and 2nd rank for which they 
were awarded with certificates and 
medals.

Assembly
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Ms. Anaya Sail
VI B

Mast. Rohit Jain
VI B

Our Rising Stars

Monuments!
How you rise and Stand

to imprint your vanity Monuments!
How you rise and stand

to keep your head high! Monuments!
How you rise and stand

to fail to face the pendulum! 
Monuments!

How you rise and stand
to fall and decay in column

MONUMENTS

Mohd. Arshad
VI A

Who was he Did you Know?
Was he an emperor or, Was he a jester?

Was he a famous King or,
Was he a jester of famous King?

What do you think? 
Jester is................ I think

Have you heard of King Krishnadev Raya 
OR ............
Tenali Rama

Yes, he was a jester and,
also a good friend of King Krishnadev 

Raya Who always used his wits
To solve the problems of the king.

WHO WAS HE?

Ms. Mahi Bhosale
VI B
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Our Rising Stars

A Walk Down Memory Lane

Social Science is the integrated study of social sciences and humanities to promote civic compe- tence, within the 
school program, Social Studies provides coordinated, systematic study draw- ing upon disciplines such as 
anthropology, archeology, religion, economics, geography, history, law, philosophy, political science, psychology and 
sociology, as well as appropriate contents from the humanities, mathematics, and material sciences. The primary 
purpose of social studies is to help young people develop the ability to make informed and reasoned decisions for the 
public good as citizens of a culturally diverse, democratic society in an interdependent world.

Ms. Kejal K. Kothari
VI B

Mast. Varad S.
XA

Mast. Shreyank Y.
XA

We Would like to share our feeling about our journey through CIS. The city International School, Satara Road Branch was 
launched in 2004. We were just small kids when we entered this school. We have been in this school since last thirteen 
yrs. & this is our last yr. of this journey. We have enjoyed our journey . Journey through CIS has been a graceful journey. 
There are various events undertaken by our school such a school gathering, school sports day, Rallies, educational 
events, etc. which we loved to be a part of. There are various activities in which our school has taken part such as 
TCSITWIZ, Olympiad exams, Music competitions, Zilla parishad events, etc. Our School has encouraged us not only for 
academics but also for co-scholastic activities. We have experiences such as attending science practicals, learning vir- 
tually through the Class-Edge system, creating HTML documents in the computer lab, spending quality time in the 
library, leaning sports in the school and many more interesting things.

All the CIS teachers & the Principal have supported us a lot throughout our journey . The CCE pattern has helped us to 
inculcate habits & life skills like multi-tasking, developing our aptitude & mak- ing us a global citizen.

When we entered this school we saw many unknown faces but with time they became familiar. There are many 
enthralling & amusing experiences with friends in the journey of CIS. We had strong bonds with our teachers.

Today when we are going to leave the school, we are going to just leave the building but not our friendship, teachers& 
values gained by us . We are going to miss all the memorable moments in our school & it has been a wonderful journey.
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A Walk Down Memory Lane

Suraj K, XB Ved K, XB

Everybody thinks that school is a place where information is distributed but it is not, it is the place where 
knowledge is gained, a person’s soul is carved. The same thing happened to us, over the period of thir- teen years, 
we were carried into responsible global citizens by the sculptors who were our teachers.
We entered the school like seeds, immature and helpless but our school gave us the necessary nourish- ment we 
needed to grow into a successful tree. Any dish is incomplete without proper garnishing. The fantabulous dish of 
our school life was garnished by the love and affection provided by our friends.
Our school also inculcated several moral values and skills, thus helping to sustain our lives in the distant future. 
It made us aware and strong enough to survive in the hostile world outside the protective arms of our school.
The teachers played several important roles in our lives may it be that of a Guide, leader, Helper, mentor or just 
a good friend. They gave us everything they could, They did everything possible to them to make us who we are 
and we will never be able to repay the care and affection they gave us.
The memories of this journey have been fixed permanently and have been immortalized in our hearts for- ever.

Our Journey through CIS was enthralling it all started long back in 2004 when we entered a small beau- tiful world full of tears, 
friendship, love, affection and joy. On the first day of our thirteen year long jour- ney, we were just kids and we were unknown 
to each other ...., but still there was something in the air that connected all of us together. As the days passed the bond 
between us grew strongly.
The first week of school is always same. New people, new classes, new teachers and same fear. But in CIS we always felt as if 
it is our second home.
Our school has been organizing funfairs, gatherings, sport days, picnics, rallies, educational trips, national and international 
trips, festivals, Diwali fest and other entertaining and inspirational programs. Our school has always supported and promoted 
us at every aspect whether it be sports, studies or co-circular activities, they always provided us a platform to portray our 
inbuilt skills. Every year on chil- dren’s day, teachers pampered us and distributed sweets and chocolates among us. Then, we 
didn’t real- ize we were making memoires we just knew we were having fun. While making our memories, teachers and our 
principal were the godmothers of this creation.
The years have passed quickly but we know times have really changed for better. but today when we are leaving the school, 
we are filled with enriched memories and unforgettable experiences of our teachers and friends. Education and moral values 
will help us to benefit in our life forever.

Abhishek B, XB BSS Anirudh, XB

“Learning never ends but school life does”

“Memories are timeless treasures of our heart”

Ms. Esha K, XA Ms. Divija P, XA Shivani K , XA
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Demonetization & 

Globalization

Ms. Abha Deo XA

The dust has settled since Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced the demonetization of 
Rs. 500 & Rs. 1000 notes on 8th November 2016. Notes in the Indian currency have been 
replaced with new Rs. 500 & Rs. 2000 note.
Demonetization had shown negative effects over the months but the situation has 
improved & has helped in combating corruption. The government will receive more funds 
to take lead and the govern- ment smoothly. This would help in increasing the development 
of infrastructure in the country. This would attract more foreign investment & would 
eventually lead to speeding up the process of globaliza- tion and would enable India to rise 
on the economic front also. It would immensely assist the growth of the GDP ratio do India.
It has contributed to realize P.M. Narendra Modi’s dream of Digital India. Due to 
demonetiza- tion more & more people are going Cashless and using Credit /Debit cards. 
This has truly helped in in- creasing the economic status of India & assuring bright future.
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The cultural program started with the lighting of lamp by 
principal Madam, followed by the speech of the Principal 
where she advised to follow some ethics and rules during 
exams. She wished a brilliant success in the exam and a 
bright future ahead.

Std. X students spoke about the school 
memories. The air was filled with electrifying 
music and eve- rybody tapped their feet to the 
rhythm.

Slam books were given to each & every student 
of Std. X as a token of remembrance and then 
refreshments were served to all.

Farewell
There is a tradition in our school that 
the junior students give a farewell to 
senior outgoing students.

Our school farewell party was 
organized by Std. IX Students on 18th 
February 2017. The program started 
at 4.30 pm and got over at 7 pm

A beautiful invite was sent to the Std. 
X Students and teachers. The ground 
was beautifully decorated.
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The cultural program started with the lighting of lamp by 
principal Madam, followed by the speech of the Principal 
where she advised to follow some ethics and rules during 
exams. She wished a brilliant success in the exam and a 
bright future ahead.

Std. X students spoke about the school 
memories. The air was filled with electrifying 
music and eve- rybody tapped their feet to the 
rhythm.

Slam books were given to each & every student 
of Std. X as a token of remembrance and then 
refreshments were served to all.

Std. X students left the 
school premises with heavy 
heart. Everyone tried to be 
cheerful though there was 
sadness in the air.

Farewell



Smile

Why?
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Ttraffic Patrollin

A CBSE activity on Social useful productive work was held in on 14th February 2017. Under 
this activity students from Std VI & X took the responsibility of cleaning school.

Students enthusiastically took part and cleaned their classes, corridors and school ground. 
They enjoyed giving their time for such a productive work and also understood the 
importance of cleanliness and hygiene.

On 17th January 2017 Road Safety Day was ob- served in our School with great enthusiasm. The 
students came out on the road and formed Human Chain. They stopped the traffic and explained 
them about the need of Safe Road Travel by ap- plying simple rules. A mass pledge was taken by 
everybody. Children gave slogans on Road Safety.
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City International School
Satara Road, Pune 

For Feedback and queries log on
www.cityinternationalschoolsatararoad.com


